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SUMMER READING SUGGESTIONS 2021 Grades K-2

The following is a list of suggested quality titles for summer reading. Feel free to read anything else that interests you!  Visit
the Nashua Public Library’s catalog, try SORA, or Tumblebooks. So many fun book choices!

Davies, Benji, Tad
Tad is the smallest tadpole in a big pond filled with many of her brothers and sisters, but something else

lives there too - Big Blub! Everyone starts disappearing and Tad wonders if Big Blub will get her too OR

is everyone else going somewhere better?

Elya, Susan Middleton, The Three Billy Goats Buenos
Do you know the story of the Three Billy Goats Gruff? The goats in this story hope to learn what is

making the troll grumpy so they can cross the bridge over the Rio. Spanish palabras and many rhymes.

Evans, Christine, Evelyn the Adventurous Entomologist: The True Story of a World-Traveling Bug
Hunter
Back in 1881, English girls were expected to be clean and wear dresses. But Evelyn Cheeseman crawled in

dirt and collected worms. Girls back then were expected to get married and have children, but Eveyln

took charge of the London Zoo insect house and filled it with crawly, fluttery insects.

Ferry, Beth, Swashby and the Sea
When Captain Swashby retired, he was happy to live on the beach by himself and depended on the sea

for everything he needed. It was a calm quiet life - just the way he liked it UNTIL...

Frost, Maddie, Smug Seagull
A smug seagull that loves swiping beach-goers’ snacks gets a taste of his own medicine from a patient

crab.

Gerstein, Mordicai, Moose, Goose, and Mouse
Moose and Goose ride a loose caboose with Mouse while looking for a new house. It is time to rhyme!

Gomez, Rebecca J. Federico and the Wolf
Federico (Little Red Riding Hood) rides his bicycle to the market to buy Abuelo’s groceries and then

must stand up to the hungry wolf. Check out the recipe for pico de gallo! And learn some Spanish words.

Higgins, Ryan T, We Don’t Eat Our Classmates
Penelope Rex can’t wait to meet her new classmates on her first day of school, but she finds it difficult

to make human friends because they are SO delicious. Then, Penelope gets a taste of her own medicine.

Hogrogian, Nonny, One Fine Day
After the old woman cuts off his tail when he steals her milk, the fox must go through a long series of

transactions before she will sew it on again.

https://nashpl.ent.sirsi.net/client/en_US/default/


Jenkins, Steve, Never Smile at a Monkey: And 17 Other Important Things to Remember
Should you pet a platypus? Touch a tang fish? Pull a python’s tail? Read this book to find out.

Jenkins, Steve, and Robin Page, What Do You Do with a Tail Like This?
Discover ways in which different animals use their ears, eyes, mouths, noses, feet, and tails.

Jones, Pip, Izzy Gizmo
Meet Izzy Gizmo, our relentlessly determined heroine. She’s on a mission to help an injured crow fly.

Luckily her grandpa has plenty of “gadgety things” to help her succeed.

Kim, Aram, Let’s go to Taekwondo!: A Story about Persistence, Bravery and Breaking Boards
Yoomi loves studying Taekwondo and wants to earn a yellow belt, but she is afraid to break a board until

Grandma comes to the rescue. Check out fun facts about Taekwondo and the glossary of Korean terms.

LaRochelle, David, See the Cat:Three Stories about a Dog
Max is NOT a cat! Max is a DOG! But the author has it all wrong and Max just wants it to stop.

Lyons, Kelly Starling, Going Down Home with Daddy
Alan is excited about the family reunion on his grammy’s farm, but can’t think of a way to honor her.

Mantchev, Lisa, Strictly No Elephants
A boy is disappointed to learn that he cannot attend the Pet Club meeting with his tiny elephant, but he

makes a new friend and finds a solution.

Messner, Kate, Over and Under the Pond
Standing over the pond, the water is a mirror reflecting what is above. BUT if you look under that water

you will find a hidden world of activity: minnows darting, beavers diving, tadpoles growing. Discover all

the secrets of a mountain pond.

Rosenthal, Amy Krouse, Duck! Rabbit!
Is it a duck? Is it a rabbit? Read this book and YOU decide!

Smith, Brian “Smitty”, Pea, Bee, & Jay: Stuck Together
Have you read the story about the pea, the bee, and the bluejay which strike up an unlikely friendship?

No? Then read this graphic novel.

Steuerwald, Joy, The Peculiar Pig
Penny the puppy, puzzled by why she is different from the piglets she is raised with, uses her

ear-splitting growls to chase away a snake that threatens her family.

Willan, Alex, Unicorns Are the Worst
A grumpy goblin hates having unicorns for neighbors, but learns that they aren’t so bad when dragons

threaten his home and the unicorns come to the rescue.

Willems, Mo, Harold & Hog Pretend for Real
Can the friendship of best friends Harold and Hog, a carefree elephant and a careful hog, survive a game

of pretending to be Mo Willems’s Elephant and Piggy?

Nashua Reads Connections:

Alexander, Kwame, The Undefeated (Find on SORA)

An ode (a type of poem) to black American triumph and

tribulation.


